Over 7 billion Raz-Kids

resources and activities

have been accessed online!

Personalized, Interactive Reading Practice for K–5 Students
Raz-Kids is an award-winning digital library of leveled eBooks and eQuizzes that students use to
practice reading in school, at home, or on the go. Raz-Kids makes it easy for teachers to differentiate
reading practice and monitor student progress online. Plus, the engaging student portal features
interactive tools and incentives that keep kids motivated to practice and improve their reading skills.

Key Features
• eBooks at different levels of
text complexity provide access to
developmentally appropriate content
for each student.
• Engaging student portal with skill-building interactive
tools and incentives make practicing reading fun for kids.
• Automated eQuizzes and running records ensure proficiency in
reading comprehension.
• Digital reports with activity and skill development data help inform future instruction.
• Online and mobile access to resources facilitates reading practice anytime, anywhere.
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Still have questions? Contact Customer Support.
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Reading Practice You Can Rely On
Raz-Kids eBooks provide effective, differentiated reading practice at different levels of text complexity.
With a variety of fiction and nonfiction genres, Raz-Kids eBooks strengthen connections in literacy and
content-area instruction.

An Interactive eLearning Experience for Students
Using any computer or mobile device, students using Raz-Kids log in to an online portal that makes it
easy for them to access developmentally appropriate content by topic, category, and popularity. With
interactive annotation tools, customizable student avatars, badges, and two portal designs, students
are engaged and motivated to improve their reading skills. In addition, Raz-Kids keeps track of all
student activity, so teachers can easily monitor reading progress.

Start personalizing independent reading practice anytime, anywhere.
Order Raz-Kids today!
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